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1. Introduction 

 

1.1 About the Trust 

 

Students First: raising standards and transforming lives. 

 

Outwood Grange Academies Trust (OGAT) is a not for profit charity which sponsors primary and 

secondary academies.  We are fortunate that our past performance has been recognised nationally 

and that we are regarded as one of the highest performing multi-academy trusts and the highest 

performing family of schools in the North of England.  OGAT was one of the first multi-academy trusts 

first sponsoring academies back in 2009 and prior to this having a number of years’ experience in 

running and supporting schools under National Leaders of Education (NLE) contracts.  As such, we 

have developed, and continue to develop, our model for school improvement which is focussed on 

creating a collaborative pedagogical model and has a transformational effect on children’s life chances 

within very quick timescales. 

 

All academies within our Trust work closely with each other as a ‘family of schools’.  Indeed, each 

academy individually and collectively forms the Trust: the Trust as a whole is not a separate body or 

group of people but rather one single organisation made up of all our academies with one single vision 

and shared set of values.  Together we all work to ensure that all children, irrespective of their starting 

points, receive an excellent education.  We relish the opportunity to be part of the local communities 

in which we work. 

 

We pride ourselves in meeting the needs of all children in our care, including those who are most 

vulnerable or indeed challenging. These groups of students are a priority to us and we work closely 

with parents/carers in helping to raise their children’s self-esteem, resilience and subsequent 

achievement and attainment. We understand that by significantly raising attainment, instilling high 

standards of behaviour within a caring and safe environment that we will improve social mobility and 

provide children with life-choices and life-chances - a vulnerable child will remain vulnerable for life 

without this core entitlement. We are committed to helping our students go on to achieve meaningful 

employment. 

 

OGAT comprises of 21 secondary schools and 9 primary schools, details of locations can be found at  

http://www.outwood.com/our-family  

 

1.2 About This Tender 

 

The Trust is seeking a single supplier of (Supply and install fencing & general grounds).  The Trust 

intends to award a contract for fencing works (dependent upon supplier performance).  

 

The preferred supplier will be appointed to begin their contract from 5th August 2019 and to be 

completed by Friday 30th August 2019 

 

Contract Management and review of the trusts KPI’s will be conducted on the opening of the tenders. 

 

 

http://www.outwood.com/our-family
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1.3 Overview of Requirements 

 

The provider will agree and provide: (As detailed in the tender pages)  

 

1.4 Objective of Tender 

 

The Trust wishes to achieve the following objectives following this tender process: 

 

● Ensure the Trust are achieving excellent value for money 

 

1.5 Instructions to Tenderers 

 

It is ESSENTIAL that all suppliers submitting a proposal read all of the instructions in this section very 

carefully and comply with all of them.  Failure to do so may result in suppliers being excluded from 

the tender process.  

 

1.5.1 Queries Relating to the Tender 

 

If tenderers have queries regarding the Invitation to Tender, they should be submitted in writing 

to g.spencer@outwood.com, Estates Officer, Queries should be submitted no later than 

Wednesday17th July 2019 12 Noon.  2 days prior to the tender closing on the 19th July 2019.  Any 

queries received later than this may not be responded to in time.  If the answer contains information 

of material significance those answers will be communicated to all companies involved in the tender 

process.   

 

1.5.2 Response Format 

 

One of the major issues when evaluating large tenders is being able to accurately compare each 

company’s proposal. To ensure this process is as straightforward as possible all of your responses 

will need to be submitted in a prescribed format. 

 

The Trust, therefore, requires the following information within your tender to be provided on the 

templates provided in the appendices to this document: 

 

1.5.2.1 Completion of Appendix A (Response to Tender)  

1.5.2.2 Completion of Pricing Schedule Appendix B – Excel spreadsheet where 

bidders can put forward their prices for the services. 

1.5.2.3 For Information KPI Appendix C – Keep Performance Indicator Document 

to be used following contract award  

 

1.5.3 Completion of Tenders 

 

Tenders must be submitted in accordance with all instructions contained within this document.  

Please read the Invitation to Tender document very carefully and answer all questions asked and 

provide all of the required information in sufficient detail to allow the project team to make an 

mailto:g.spencer@outwood.com
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informed decision.  Failure to comply with these instructions will result in your tender being marked 

down and could result in your expulsion from the process. 

 

1.5.4 Return of Tender Documents  

 

Completed tender submissions must be received by the Trust no later than Friday 19th July 12 

Noon 2019 and should be emailed to g.spencer@outwood.com. 

  

The tender submission must be provided in an electronic format.  The electronic copy of your 

tender response must be provided in either PDF format, MS Word or MS Excel or a combination 

of the above.  Images (e.g. copies of certification etc.) can be supplied in PDF or JPG format.   

 

Your tender submission must not be e-mailed to any member of the Trust’s staff prior to the 

Tender Submission Date.  Late submissions and paper submissions will NOT be accepted. 

 

 

1.7 Award Criteria 

 

The Trust will select a supplier based on the most economically advantageous tender, not 

necessarily the lowest price. The following criteria will be used to appoint a preferred supplier. 

 

Criteria Marks 

Price 50 

Service & Quality 40 

Management Information 10 

 

1.8 Evaluation 

 

The Trust will be selecting a supplier using the Most Economically Advantageous Tender methodology.  

Bids will be evaluated using the processes described below. 

 

1.8.1.2 Award of Scores  

 

A score out of 50 will be awarded based on price 

A score out of 40 will be awarded based on service & quality 

A score out of 10 will be awarded based on Management Information provided 

 

1.9 Freedom of Information 

 

The Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) 2000 applies to all information held by public bodies.  

 

Outwood Grange Academies Trust is a designated body under the FOIA, and subject to the disclosure 

requirements and therefore all of the information the Trust holds about a company is potentially 

covered by the FOIA. Examples of the types of information which are within the scope of the legislation 

include: 

 

● Information which we might gather in the run up to a procurement exercise. 
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● Information provided by prospective suppliers as part of the tendering process. 

● Contracts and associated documents, such as the correspondence connected with negotiating 

a contract. 

● Information supplied by the contractor during the delivery of a contract, and information 

relating to our monitoring of the contract. 

 

Requests for this type of information have to be handled like any other FOIA request and therefore 

must be provided unless a valid exemption applies.  

 

1.10 GDPR Information  

 

The Supplier shall Process Personal Data in performing the Services as notified by Outwood Grange 

Academies Trust only for as long as required and for no longer than the term of this Contract. 

 

The Supplier warrants that it shall: 

 

(a) Process the Personal Data in compliance with Law; and 

(b) Take appropriate technical and organisational measures against Data Breach. 

 

The Supplier agrees to indemnify and keep indemnified and defend at its own expense the Outwood 

Grange Academies Trust against all costs, claims, damages or expenses incurred by the Trust or for 

which the Trust may become liable due to any failure by the Supplier or its employees or agents to 

comply with any of its obligations under this Clause. 

 

1.11 Modern Slavery Act – Conditions of Supply   

 

All procurement must be carried out in compliance with the principles of the EU Treaties, include the 

free movement of goods (Article 28 of the EC Treaty), the right of establishment (Article 43), the 

freedom to provide services (Article 49), non-discrimination and equal treatment, transparency, 

proportionality and mutual recognition. For most goods and services where contracts will have a value 

over their lifetime in excess of the OJEU threshold, a strict procedure must be followed in compliance 

with the Public Contracts Regulations 2015 and related regulations. 

 

By bidding on this tender Suppliers and Contractors are confirming compliance with the Modern 

Slavery Act 2015 as a supply condition of supply for goods/services provided in this tender  

 

 

2. Specification  

 

Service Requirements 

 

The Trust’s service requirements are those elements of the contract that relate directly to the delivery 

of the tender package They help describe the precise nature of the Trust’s requirements. 

 

Add in full specification details in to this section  

 

Sheffield Cty tender master.zip
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2.1 Account Management 

 

2.1.1 Review Meetings 

 

The supplier/contractor would be expected to arrange review meetings weekly in each academy 

with the named lead for this project.  In addition to this an annual review meeting is required 

between the supplier and the Trust’ Procurement Manager to:  

 

● Review key performance indicators (particularly those concerning service and support) 

● Identify and discuss any on-going service issues that require resolution 

● Identify any additional activities or potential opportunities that may add significant value for the 

Trust 

● Issues which may impact on the future of the contract  

 

Suppliers are asked to confirm they are willing to arrange these meetings, and to identify any 

additional items for consideration during these review meetings.   

 

2.1.2 New Academy Engagement 

 

The Trust has grown steadily over the last 7 years and this growth may continue in the future.  

The supplier will need to explain how they will manage the engagement and ‘on boarding’ of any 

new academies joining the Trust and provide estimated timeframes for this work. 

 

2.2 Contract Duration 

 

The contract duration will 3 Weeks. The extension would be dependent on the performance of the 

chosen supplier during the initial three year contract term and will be granted at the sole discretion 

of the Trust.   

 

Objective KPIs will be used by the Trust as the basis of monitoring the performance of the contract 

as well as monitoring the contract extension review (see Appendix C Key Performance Indicator 

document).  

 

2.3 Invoicing  

 

The invoice format will have to be agreed before the start of the contract to ensure that payments 

can be made quickly and efficiently. Suppliers are asked to provide an example of an invoice for an 

existing customer (anonymised if necessary).  

 

2.4 Payment Terms 

 

The Trust’s payment terms are 30 days from date of invoice. 

 

3. Pricing 

 

3.1 Pricing Structure 
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To make comparison of suppliers proposals easier suppliers must quote a price the service required 

by the Trust for each academy.  Any additional services provide outside the required service should 

be priced separately. The service price must cover the cost of: 

 

Examples:- 

 

● Provision of the products / service  

● Delivery Costs 

● Set Pricing for an agreed time period  

 

If you are able to provide further discount for reduced payment terms, please make state this in the 

pricing schedule  

 

The quoted prices must exclude VAT.  

 

3.2 Additional Costs 

 

As part of their submission suppliers should outline any other additional costs that might be charged 

to the Trust in the Pricing Schedule attached. 

 

3.3 Pricing Schedule  

 

The Trust has provided a template in which suppliers should submit their price per academy plus any 

costs for the provision of the products/service required by the Trust. This template must not be 

adapted or amended in any way. If a bidder finds that they cannot provide all of the information they 

wish to as the template does not allow this, they must contact the Trust immediately so that the 

template can be adapted if necessary. 

 

4. Your Proposal 

 

To ensure simple comparison of bids it is essential that each supplier provides all of the information 

requested by the Trust in the format in which it is requested. Therefore bidders must read the 

instructions contained within this section very carefully to ensure they provide their submission in the 

required structure. 

 

4.1 Templates 

 

Three templates have been provided by the Trust in which proposals should be submitted. The 

three templates are: 

 

Appendix A – Response to Tender  

Appendix B – Pricing Schedule 

Appendix C – Key Performance Indicator  

It is essential that bidders do not amend the templates in any way. If there is a reason why bidders 

cannot input the information they wish to submit they must contact the Trust immediately rather than 
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changing the setup of the templates to suit their own requirements. The Trust can then choose to 

amend the templates if required and re-issue them. 

 

4.2 GDPR Information  

 

The Supplier shall Process Personal Data in performing the Services as notified by Outwood Grange 

Academies Trust only for as long as required and for no longer than the term of this Contract. 

 

The Supplier warrants that it shall: 

 

(a) Process the Personal Data in compliance with Law; and 

(b) Take appropriate technical and organisational measures against Data Breach. 

 

The Supplier agrees to indemnify and keep indemnified and defend at its own expense the Outwood 

Grange Academies Trust against all costs, claims, damages or expenses incurred by the Trust or for 

which the Trust may become liable due to any failure by the Supplier or its employees or agents to 

comply with any of its obligations under this Clause. 

 

4.3 Appendices to Supplier Proposals  

 

Bidders may wish to provide additional information over and above that they have provided in the 

two templates. If this is the case then the information can be presented in an appendix. Any appendices 

must be very clearly referenced so that the Trust’s project team can find them quickly and easily. If 

the referencing is not clear and the appendices are difficult to locate then the project team may not 

be able to review the submission properly. 

 

Any appendices must be entitled Appendix D, Appendix E etc. rather than Appendix 1, Appendix 2 

etc. This is to ensure there is no confusion between the appendices provided by the Trust in this 

Invitation to tender and those provided by the supplier in their submission. 
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Appendix A – Response to Tender  

 

TENDER TITLE :- Sheffield City Fencing and Ground Works 

 

1 We, _________________________ (Name(s) in Block Letters) hereby offer and undertake on 

the acceptance of this tender to supply goods and services as specified in the Requirements 

Specifications under Part 2 of your Invitation to Tender and under the Instructions to Tenderer 

and Conditions of Contract in Part 1 of your Invitation to Tender. 

2 Our Tender is fully consistent with and does not contradict or derogate from anything in Part 1 of 

your Invitation to Tender or downgrade anything in your Requirement Specifications. You are 

entitled to reject our tender if it is inconsistent with or contradict or derogate from anything in 

Part 1 of your Invitation to Tender or downgrade anything in Part 2 of your Invitation to Tender. 

3 We undertake that we shall as and when required by you to execute with you a formal agreement 

in the appropriate form incorporating the Conditions of Contract set out in this Invitation to 

Tender together with such further terms and conditions, if any, agreed between Outwood Grange 

Academies Trust and the bidder. Until the said formal agreement is prepared and executed, this 

offer together with your written acceptance thereof, shall constitute a binding agreement between 

us. 

4 OUR OFFER IS VALID FOR ****** CALENDAR DAYS FROM THE CLOSING DATE OF THIS 

TENDER. 

5 Our price (herein referred to as "the Contract Price") for the goods and services to be supplied 

by us is _______________________. 

6 A breakdown of the Contract Price for the goods and services is given in the priced schedule 

attached hereto.  

7 We further undertake to give you any further information which you may require. 

8 We warrant, represent and declare that we are duly authorised to submit, sign this tender, receive 

instruction, give any information, and accept any contract and act for and on behalf of 

_________________ (Insert Name of company). 

9 As ‘Processor’ we agree to implement the appropriate technical and organisational measures to 

comply with the legal obligations under the new Data Protection Legislation (May 2018) 

 

 

Authorised Signature 

 

Name : 

 

Designation : 

 

Dated this ______________ day of _________________, 20_____ 

  

 

NOTICE: This Form duly completed MUST accompany every Tender Proposal.  Any change to its wordings 

may render the Tender liable to DISQUALIFICATION 
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Appendix B – Pricing Schedule 

 

Insert excel document or equivalent  

If you are able to provide further discount for reduced payment terms please state this in your offer  
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Appendix C – Key Performance Indicator Document    

Contract Title: Fencing and Grounds Works   Contract Ref: Sheffield City Contract Period 3 Weeks 

 

 

Objective 

 

 

Owner 

 

How to be achieved 

 

Results expected 

 

Measure 

 

Score 

1 - 5 

The 

Supply/Provision 

of Fencing and 

Grounds Works 

 

Supplier/Contractor Orders placed in a timely manner and delivered in full (no 

short deliveries) OTIF 

Delivered within 24 hrs of order 

received by Supplier. We require 

a maximum of 24 hour turn 

around in which to bring 

products in if deliveries are 

received in full ”  

Unsatisfied lines report to 

be provided weekly 

 

Pricing/ Invoicing  

 

Supplier/Contractor Price files uploaded with correct agreed pricing 

Consignment Stock Opportunity / Incremental Volume 

Discount 

Invoices received with correct 

pricing 

Daily communication of 

errors to company 

representative.  Log to be 

kept of discrepancies 

 

Standards/ 

Quality 

Supplier/Contractor Ensure the highest quality product is delivered in line with 

the terms of the contract and associated standards  

 

Products/Service are always 

delivered in line with our 

specification of requirements 

Sample test results 

Service/Product to Maintain 

Excellent Quality Standards 

 

 

Innovation / 

Added Value/ 

Sponsorship 

Supplier/Contractor Expectations of requirements, OGAT to be kept updated 

with new products/services 

FOC samples,  updates on new 

products sent 

 

Contract review meeting / 

Emails received 

 

Sheffield City 

Academy to be 

kept updated on 

changing 

legislation  

Supplier/Contractor Account Managers to send relevant updates to products via 

email ie: new specs 

Information to be received within 

a timely manner 

Contract review meeting / 

email notifications 

 

 

Kelly Furniss - Procurement Manager, Signature ………………………..................                           Date ………………………………….. 

 

Supplier Signature …………………………………….                                    Date: …………………………… 

 

Next Review Date:  
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The scores will be between1-5 (1 = 

very poor, 2 = poor, 3 = good, 4 = very good, 5 = excellent).It is expected that scores will be 3 or above. If there are 2 areas that score below 3 in the year then the penalty will be that the 

contract may be terminated.  If scores fall under half of the expected full marks a penalty charge will be incurred up to the value of 10% discount against payable invoices  


